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There exists a pair of (v, 4, 1)-BIBD's, with block sets B 1 and B2 , such that it is possible to
obtain a Steiner triple system by removing a point from each block in B1 U B2 if and only if
v == 1 (mod 12).
A Steiner triple system of order v (denoted STS(v)) is a (v, 3, 1)-BlBD. A nested
Steiner triple system of order v (denoted NSTS(v)) is an STS(v) with an extra point
added to each block in such a way that the resulting blocks form a (v, 4, 2)-BlBD. After
several earlier papers on NSTS's (see e.g. [2,3] Stinson [4] constructed NSTS(v)'s for
each v == 1 (mod 6). It is easy to see that v == 1 (mod 6) is necessary.
In this paper, we consider a special class of NSTS(v)'s; those in which the (v, 4, 2)-
BlBD can be partitioned into two (v, 4, 1)-BlBD's. These will be called partitionable
nested Steiner triple systems.
Definition 1. A partitionable nested Steiner triple system of order v (which we denote
by PNSTS(v)) is a triple (V,B1,Bz), where V is a v-set, and B1and Bz are two sets of
'blocks' [a, b, c] Cd] (with elements chosen from V) such that
{{a,b,c} I[a,b,c] Cd] E B1uBz}
is a Steiner triple system of V and
{{a,b,c,d} I[a,b,c] Cd] E Bd and {{a,b,c,d} I[a,b,c] Cd] E Bz}
are each (v, 4, 1)-BlBD's.
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Since (v, 4, 1)-BIBD's exist only for v == 1 or 4 (mod 12), PNSTS(v)'s can exist only
for v == 1 (mod 12). In this paper, PNSTS(v)'s will be constructed for each such v. The
construction techniques are based on group divisible designs and parallel those used
by Stinson [4]. A group divisible design of order v with group size m consists of a v-set
V, a set B of subsets of V (called blocks) and a set G of m-subsets of V (called groups)
with the following properties:
(1) the groups form a partition of V;
(2) each pair of elements from distinct groups occur together in exactly one block;
(3) no block contains two elements from the same group.
Definition 2. A group divisible PNSTS(v, m) is a quadruple (V, G, B1 , B2 ) where V is
a v-set, and B1 and B2 are two sets of 'blocks' [a,b,c] Cd] (with elements chosen
from V) such that
{{a,b,c} I[a,b,c] Cd] E B1 uB2 },
{{a, b, c, d} I[a, b, c] [d] E B1 }
and
{{a,b,c,d} I[a,b,c] Cd] E B2 }
are each block sets of a group divisible design on V with group set G (each group of
size m).
Lemma 3. There exist PNSTS(v)'sjor v = 13,25,37 and 73.
Proof. For v = 13 take:
B1 = {[i, i + 1, i + 4] [i + 6] liE 1:13 },
B2 = {[i, i + 2, i + 7][i + 3] liE 1:13 }.
For v = 25 take:
B1 = {[(i,j), (i,j + 1), (i + 1,j)] [(i + 4,j + 4)] I(i,j) E1: 5 X 1:s}
u {[(i,j), (i,j + 2),(i + 2,j)] [i + 3,j + 3)] I(i,j) E 1:5 X 1:5 },
B2 = {[(i,j),(i + l,j + 1),(i + 2,j + 4)] [(i,j + 1)] I(i,j) E1:5 X 1: 5 }
u {[(i,j), (i + l,j + 2), (i + 3,j + 3)] [(i,j + 3)] I(i,j) E1: 5 X 1:5 }.
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For v = 37 take:
B1 = {[i,i + 1,i + 3][i + 24]liE237 }U{[i,i + 4,i + 15][i + 9]liE237 }
u {[i, i + 7, i + 17] [i + 25] liE 2 37 },
B2 = {[i,i + 5,i + 14][i + 3]liE237 }U{[i,i + 6,i + 18] [i + 33]liE237 }
u {[i, i + 8, i + 24] [i + 7] liE 2 37 }.
For v = 73 take:
B 1 = {[i, i + 1, i + 3][i + 29] liE 2 73 }
u {[i, i + 4, i + 9] [i + 23] liE 2 73 }
u {[i, i + 8, i + 18] [i + 25] liE 2 73 }
u{[i,i + 11,i + 35] [i + 41] Ii E2 73 }
u{[i,i + 12,i + 46] [i + 33] Ii E2 73 }
u{[i,i + 16,i + 36] [i + 58] Ii E2 73 }.
B2 = {[i, i + 6, i + 13][i + 11] liE 2 73 }
u{[i,i+ 14,i+47][i+ 10]liE273 }
u {[i, i + 15, i + 45][i + 27] liE 2 73 }
u {[i, i + 17, i + 48] [i + 9] liE 2 73 }
u{[i,i+ 19,i+51][i+ 16]liE273 }
u{[i,i+21,i+50][i+1]liE273 }. D
Lemma 4. There exist group divisible PNSTS(v,4)'sjor v = 16 and 28.
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Proof. For v = 16 take:
V = 2 16 ,
G = {{O, 1,2, 3}, {4, 5, 6, 7}, {8,9, 10,11}, {12, 13, 14, 15} }, and B1 , B2 as given below.
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B1 = { [0,4,10] [13]
[0,5,12] [11]
[0,8,15] [6]
[1,6,13] [9]
[1,7,8] [12]
[1,10,14] [5]
[2,4, 14] [8]
[2,5,9] [15]
[2, 11, 13] [7]
[3,6,11] [14]
[3,7,15] [10]
[3,9,12] [4]
[4,11,15][1]
[5,8,13] [3]
[6,10,12] [2]
[7,9,14][0] },
B2 = { [4,8,12] [0]
[0,9,13] [5]
[0,6,14] [10]
[0,7,11] [15]
[1,4,9] [14]
[1,5,15] [8]
[1,11,12] [6]
[7,10,13] [1]
[2,10,15] [4]
[5,11,14] [2]
[2,6,8] [13]
[2,7,12] [9]
[3,4,13] [11]
[3,5, 10] [12]
[6,9,15] [3]
[3,8,14][7] }.
For v = 28 take:
V = 1"4 X1"7,
G = {{ (i,j) liE 1"4} Ij E 1"7}' and B1 , B2 as given below.
B1 = {[(O,j + l),(l,j + 2),(1,j + 4)] [(O,j)] Ij E1"7}
u {[(O,j + 2), (2,j + 1),(2,j + 4)] [(O,j)] Ij E1"7}
u{[(0,j),(3,j + 1), (3,j + 6)] [(O,j + 3)] Ij E1"7}
u{[(O,j),(l,j + 5), (2,j + 3)] [(3,j + 4)] UE1"7}
u{ [(O,j), (2,j + 5), (3,j + 2)][(1,j + 6)] Ij E1"7}
u{[(l,j),(l,j + 1),(2,j + 4)] [(2,j + 2)] Ij E1"7}
u{[(l,j),(l,j + 3), (3,j + 4)] [(3,j + 5)] UE1"7}
u{[(2,j),(2,j + 1),(3,j + 6)] [(3,j + 3)] UE1"7},
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Bz = {[(O,j + l),(l,j + 2),(1,j + 4)] [(O,j)] Ij E Z7}
u {[(O,j + 2), (2,j + 1), (2,j + 4)] [(O,j)] Jj E Z7 }
u{ [(O,j), (3,j + 1), (3,j + 6)] [(O,j + 3)] Ij E Z7}
u{ [(O,j), (l,j + 5), (2,j + 3)] [(3,j + 4)] Ij E Z7}
u{[(0,j),(2,j + 5),(3,j + 2)] [(l,j + 6)] Ij E Z7}
u{ [(l,j), (l,j + 1), (2,j + 4)] [(2,j + 2)] Ij E Z7}
u{ [(l,j), (l,j + 3), (3,j + 4)] [(3,j + 5)] Ij E Z7 }
u{ [(2,j), (2,j + 1), (3,j + 6)] [(3,j + 3)] Ij E Z7} 0
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Lemma 5. For v =I- 24,36,72 there is a group divisible PNSTS(v,12) for all
v == 0 (mod 12).
Proof. We consider the cases v = 0, 12 (mod 48) and v = 24, 36 (mod 48) separately.
Case 1: v = 0, 12 (mod 48).
Let B be the block set of a (* + 1,4, l)-BIBD with point set P = {a}u{ 1, 2, '" ,*}
and let (V,G,BbBz) be the group divisible PNSTS(16,4) given in Lemma 4.
Let V* = (P\{a})x {O, 1,2,3}. Let G*{{x,y,z} x {0,1,2,3} I{x,y,z,a} EB}. For
each block {Xl,XZ,X3,X4} E B with a~{xI,xZ,X3,X4} and each block
[YbYZ,Y3] [Y4] E Bllet [(xI,yd,(xz,Yz),(x3,Y3)] [(X4,Y4)] E Bt. Similarly, for each
block {XI,XZ,X3,X4} E B with a~{xbxZ,X3,X4} and each block [YI,YZ,Y3] [Y4] EBz
let [(Xl' yd, (xz,yz), (X3, Y3)] [(X4, Y4)] E BT· Then (V *, G*, BT, Bn is the required
group divisible PNSTS.
Case 2: v = 24, 36 (mod 48), v ~ 84.
By Brouwer [1], for n == 6,9 (mod 12), n ~ 21, there is a pairwise balanced design on
n + 1 points in which one block has size 7 and the remaining blocks have size 4. Let
B be the block set, and P = {a} u {I, 2, ... ,£} where a is not in the block of size 7, be
the point set of such a design. Let (V, G, Bb Bz) be the group divisible PNSTS(16, 4)
given in Lemma 4 and let (V I, G',B1,B;) be the group divisible PNSTS(28, 4) given in
Lemma 4. Let V* = (P\ {a}) x {a, 1,2,3}. Let G*{ {x, y,z} x {a, 1,2,3} I{X,y,z,a} E B}.
For each block of size 4{XbXZ,X3,X4} E B with a~{xbxZ,X3,X4} and each block
[Yl,Yz,Y3][Y4]EB l let
Similarly, for each block of size 4 {Xl' Xz, X3, X4} E B with a~{xbXz, X3, X4} and each
block [YI, Yz, Y3] [Y4] EBz let
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Also, let {Z 1, Zz, ... , Z7} be the block of size 7 in B, for each block
[(al,az),(b1,bz),(Cl'CZ)]' [(d1,dz)] E B~
let
[(Zaz, ad, (Zbz' bd, (zcz' cd] [(Zdz, dd] E Bt
and for each block
let
[(Zaz, ad, (Zbz' bd, (zcz' cd] [(Zdz' dd] E Bi.
Then (V*,G*,Bt,Bi) is the required group divisible PNSTS. 0
Theorem 6. For all v == 1 (mod 12) there is a PNSTS(v).
Proof. There exists a PNSTS(v) for v = 25,37,73 by Lemma 3. Let v == 1 (mod 12)
with v i= 25,37,73 and let ( {I, 2, ... ,v-I}, G', B~, B'z) be a group divisible PNSTS
(v - 1,12) (which exists by Lemma 5). For each group gi = {Xl,XZ, ... ,X12} E G' let
Pi = { CfJ }U gi and let (Pi' Bip Biz) be a PNSTS(13) which exists by Lemma 3. Then
(P*,Bt,Bi), where P* = {CfJ }u{I,2, ... ,v -I}, Bt = B~ u{Bi,lgiE G} and
Bi = B'z u {BiZ Igi E G} is the required PNSTS. D
Remark. An interesting extra property, which PNSTS's mayor may not have, is
having each element of P occur equally often as the 'extra point' in each of B1 and Bz.
All of the PNSTS's in Lemma 3 and the group divisible PNSTS(16,4) of Lemma 4
have this extra property but the group divisible PNSTS(28, 4) of Lemma 4 does not.
However it is possible to construct PNSTS's with this extra property, for all v == 1
(mod 12), by letting a be in the block of size 7 in the construction of Lemma 5. Then
group divisible PNSTS (v, {12, 24*})'s result and the group divisible PNSTS(28, 4) is
not needed for the construction.
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